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 It has been absolutely incredible two weeks at 
Eeshay. It’s not just the league games that have 
been wonderful and intense (who knew that 
hockey without goalies could conjure up such 
passion?), or the wacky and wild night activi-
ties (the pressure of connect four!!), or even the 
zoom learning shiurim in the morning (cash for 
good questions included). What has really been 
wonderful is the fact that even though Camp 
has been a little different in some regards and 
we have been limited and certain things we can 
and cannot do (Why can’t we throw Orent in 
the pool???), the overall attitude of everyone 
has been tremendous. It’s as if we have decided 
as a tzibbur to trust that Hashem has a Master 
Plan and that there is no reason not to be 
besimcha in everything we do. “Ivdu es Hashem 
B’simcha...” It’s not only a song but a chazal 
:-) it’s the key to happiness and shteiging. We 
don’t control every situation in life. What we do 
control, however, is how we respond and deal 
with it. So as we gear up for one more intense 
and wild week in Camp (Neighborhood Day, 
playoffs! Championships, trophies, banquet...) 
let’s keep in mind that winning isn’t guaranteed. 
But smiling no matter what might be the great-
est victory of all.
Have a great shabbos, 
Rabbi Schonfeld
Rabbi Kramer
Rabbi Kessel
Rabbi Fishberg

This Weeks Top 10 Dear Campers. . .

1- Yitzi Rosenbluth sacrific-
es it all for the sack. Camp 
wide round of applause fol-
lows 
2- Groman sends his bunk 
Deep Sea fishing well over 
the fence deeeep into left 
on the first pitch 
3- Avraham Rothenberg 
dominates in math 
4- “The Gatorade rematch” 
Aryeh Novack defends his 
title 
5- Chicago Boyz. ‘Nuff Said 
6- Shulman vs Landy goes 
down to the wire 
7- No Rain!  
8- DON’T BE GREEDY! (Most 
of the time) 
9- Chaim Kessel 

10- Oldak beats Slepoy by 
half a step
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Sparks
Of



E-LeagueE-League This Week In Camp

League Standings

Rosenblum grabs jump ball touchdown in rain as time runs out... Y Gelb blows an easy home run by miss-
ing 3rd by 6 feet... Shabse climbs the ladder... D Abramoff one handed 2 pt conversion... N Lazar stuff Pick 6... 
Hahn walk off 40 yard TD run... Zevie Herzog wins 50$... Shabsi Stein hat trick in soccer... Aryeh Kessel no look 
back hand flip touchdown... Y Gross diving stop, spinning, across the body throw for the out... N Lazar stuffs 
Glassberg at line... and then does it again... Danto makes a call... T Goder coaches the other team while playing 
volleyball... D Abramoff hits the 3 to tie it with 10 seconds left... Stechler grand slam... Y Abraham fast break be-
hind the back pass... Y Gelb toe drag TD... Chaim Gross finally gets recognition... Hahn runs it in with one shoe... 
Y Gewirtz throws 3 perfect deep balls in a row... and his team drops them all... Goder, Pomper, and Greenberg 
5-4-3 double play... Solomon takes a victory lap after scoring a goal... Kaniel and Wynberg back to back pick six 
on back to back throws... Packers 3 pick six... M Abramoff running over the shoulder catch in deep left to rob 
Feit... Mathias one handed INT in endzone... Gelb versus Novack rematch... Novack lays down any controversy 
with the win... Aryeh Shulman catches fish late... Shlomo Strum takes half court shot... Gasner game winning TD 
catch... Oldak beats Slepoy by half a step... Chicago Boyz in flight... deal or no deal... crazy races... intense con-
nect four... Goder field goal block... Kahn and Sperka get crushed by campers in tug of war... “Orent” allowed to 
throw Yeshaya in the pool... Lisker too good of a sub in WBC... Yehuda Stein hockey wiz... Shmuel Goder scores 
in hockey vs no goalie... again... and again... until next week...

Younger DivisionYounger Division
Pirates 8-5Pirates 8-5

Blue Jays 8-5Blue Jays 8-5
Penguins 7-6Penguins 7-6
Cardinals 7-6Cardinals 7-6
Red Sox 5-8Red Sox 5-8

Blues 5-8Blues 5-8

Overheard In Eeshay:
“Is today E-League or EFL? Either way, we 

need a trade “

After recently receiving my lordship, I will fulfill my first campaign promise, to create a more equal and diverse 
(that’s the trend these days) Camp Eeshay. My first act will be to pass our declaration of independence. The 
dictatorship of Rabbi Schonfeld, Rabbi Kramer, and Rabbi Kessel (with Shimmy as chief political enforcer) must 
end. The disappearance of the only buffer, Sir Baruch Korn, is the last straw. It is time to bring power back to 
the campers.     
The unanimous Declaration of the People’s Republic of Eeshay, When in the Course of unnatural events, it 
becomes necessary for the campers union to dissolve the political bands which have maintained a totalitar-
ian system, and to assume among the powers of Passaic and Clifton,  a decent respect to the opinions of ALL 
campers. 
We hold this truth to be self-evident, that all campers are created equal, that they are endowed by todays 
culture with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are A/C, Free pizza, and the pursuing of counselors 
without their consent.--That to secure these rights, Lords and Barons are instituted among campers, deriving 
their deserving powers from the consent of the governed, --That when a dictatorship becomes destructive of 
these ends, it is the Right of the campers  to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its 
foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to af-
fect their safety and happiness.  
As for diversity -- the People’s Republic of Eeshay has convened that a diverse population shall reside amongst 
the campers. – That a people’s quota of Passaic, Clifton, YBH and Yeshiva Ketana be enacted.  
The People’s Republic of Eeshay DEMAND reparations for the numerous occasions in which Rabbi Schonfeld 
obviously rigged the basketball hoops to get out of multiple dishouts. Payment in the form of poppers will not 
be accepted, as there will be none left for the younger campers.   
#defundthecanteen #eshaycampersmatter #metoo

Teams W L
Broncos 5 1
Bengals 2 4
Browns 2 4

 Older Division Older Division
Raiders 9-4Raiders 9-4
Colts 8-5Colts 8-5

Padres 8-5Padres 8-5
Yellow Jackets 7-6Yellow Jackets 7-6

Orioles 6-7Orioles 6-7
Mets 5-8Mets 5-8

Thunder 5-8Thunder 5-8
Grey Hounds 3-10Grey Hounds 3-10

Teams W L
Baby Cakes 4 2

Isotopes 3 3
Biscuits 3 3
Aquasox 2 4

Teams W L
UCLA 6 0
LSU 3 3

Oregon 0 6

Teams W L
Giants 5 1

Patriots 3 3
Jayhawks 1 5

Teams W L
Packers 4 2
Rams 4 2

Steelers 1 5

Teams W L
Blue Devils 3 0
T-Wolves 2 1
Tar Heels 1 2

Hoyas 0 3

Teams W L

Pacers 3 1
Michigan 3 1

Ducks 1 3
Nuggets 1 3

Teams W L
Knicks 2 2

Orangemen 2 2
Suns 2 2

Flames 2 2

Teams W L
Lakers 3 0
Cavs 2 2

Hornets 1 2
Warriors 1 3

WBCWBC
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